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Purpose: This study aimed to explore the potential application of circulating tumor cells 
(CTCs) in predicting the therapeutic effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) in non-small 
-cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
Methods: Using integrated subtraction enrichment and immunostaining-fluorescence in situ 
hybridization, the serial CTCs of patients with NSCLC were detected in 7.5 mL of blood at 
baseline and after two cycles of cisplatin-based NAC, and all aneuploidies of chromosome 8 
were examined in the enriched CTCs. Tumor responses were evaluated radiologically with serial 
chest computed tomography (CT) using the response evaluation criteria in solid tumors and 
microscopically using the tumor cell necrosis rate (TCNR) of the resected specimen after NAC.
Results: After two cycles of cisplatin-based NAC, 89% (8/9) of the patients with radiolo-
gical partial response to NAC had reduced CTC numbers, while 73% (8/11) of the patients 
with stable disease exhibited increased CTC numbers (P = 0.0098). On pathological exam-
ination, 90% (9/10) of patients with a TCNR lower than 30% had >1 CTC post-NAC, while 
80% (4/5) of patients with a TCNR higher than 30% had ≤1 CTC post-NAC (P = 0.017). In 
aneuploidy analysis, the positive rate (CTC > 0) of triploid CTCs was found to have 
increased after NAC, in contrast with the tetraploid and multiploid CTCs. Furthermore, 
tetraploid and multiploid CTCs were found to be significantly downregulated in the patients 
with partial response to NAC.
Conclusion: The correlations of aneuploid CTCs with both radiological and pathological 
responses in patients with NSCLC who received NAC were summarized, and the findings 
indicate that enumerating and karyotyping aneuploid CTCs can serve as a surrogate marker 
for disease monitoring in NSCLC.
Keywords: non-small-cell lung cancer, circulating tumor cell, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, 
therapeutic response

Introduction
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide.1 However, 
advances in therapeutic modalities have greatly improved the outcome for patients 
with early-stage non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and radical surgery remains 
the cornerstone of treatment. Systemic chemotherapy in patients with completely 
resected NSCLC is usually required, as postoperative cisplatin-based chemotherapy 
can prolong their survival.2,3 In recent years, neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) has 
become an important therapeutic strategy in patients with non-metastatic NSCLC 
for its potential advantages over the adjuvant setting:4,5 NAC is better tolerated than 
postoperative chemotherapy and provides a direct assessment of tumor response; it 
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may also improve the radical resection rate and reduce the 
risk of downstage nodal disease, which has a clear impact 
on prognosis.6,7 However, poor response to NAC means 
delayed operation timing, which not only increases post-
operative morbidity and mortality but also shows no better 
prognosis than surgery alone. Therefore, the effective eva-
luation of therapeutic response plays a critical role in 
guiding subsequent treatment in patients with NSCLC 
who undergo NAC.

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are shed from primary 
and secondary tumors that migrate into the circulatory 
system, and they can predict prognosis in several cancer 
types, including breast, colorectal, prostate, and small-cell 
lung cancers.8–10 The CELLSEARCH® system (Veridex, 
Raritan, NJ, USA)—approved by the US Food and Drug 
Administration—has proved a reliable and reproducible 
CTC enumeration technique in various cancer types11,12 

and has been used by many studies that have demonstrated 
the prognostic significance of CTCs and found that changes 
in CTC count may predict chemotherapy efficacy in 
advanced cancers.13 However, CTC monitoring in surgi-
cally resectable NSCLC treated with NAC has not yet 
been fully elucidated. The reason for this lies in the low 
CTC detection rate described for NSCLC—representing 
only 21% of the total population14 by CELLSEARCH, 
which may be due to heterogeneity in the epithelial cell- 
adhesion molecules (EpCAMs) expressed on the cell sur-
face of CTCs.15 However, CTCs may lose EpCAMs during 
epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT),16,17 which is 
a predominant mechanism for tumor cell invasion and 
metastasis and which occurs more commonly in NSCLC, 
resulting in missed detection with EpCAM-dependent stra-
tegies. In order for CTCs to be an effective surrogate 
response biomarker in NSCLC, an efficient and reliable 
detection method is required.

Chromosomal instability is a common feature in solid 
tumors,18 and the gain of chromosome 8 is more widely 
seen in aggressive lung tumors in mice. The identification 
of CTCs with aneuploidy in chromosome 8 may help with 
the evaluation of the heterogeneous phenotype of CTCs in 
NSCLC.19 In the present study, an EpCAM-independent 
method of subtraction enrichment and immunostaining- 
fluorescence in situ hybridization (SE-iFISH)20 was used 
to enrich and characterize aneuploid CTCs in patients with 
surgically resectable NSCLC undergoing NAC. By mon-
itoring CTCs in real-time during the process of NAC, the 
correlations between CTC enumeration and karyotype 

with radiological and pathological responses were identi-
fied and investigated.

Materials and Methods
Patients and Treatment
A total of 36 patients with histologically confirmed 
NSCLC who were recommended to undergo NAC at the 
weekly multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting in the 
Thoracic Cancer Center of Peking University Cancer 
Hospital were enrolled between December 2014 and 
January 2016. Baseline resectability for each patient was 
confirmed by a team of thoracic surgeons at the meeting 
prior to the beginning of NAC.

Routine tests for staging were performed as follows: 
contrast chest computed tomography (CT), enhanced brain 
magnetic resonance imaging, abdominal ultrasonography, 
bone scintigraphy or positron emission tomography/com-
puted tomography, and essential laboratory tests, including 
those for serum tumor markers (such as carcinoembryonic 
antigen [CEA]). Fibrobronchoscopic biopsy and CT- 
guided percutaneous biopsy, respectively, were applied to 
central and peripheral localized tumors. Clinical staging 
was based on the TNM Classification of Malignant 
Tumors, 7th edition.

All patients were programmed to receive two cycles of 
cisplatin-based NAC. Patients with squamous cell carci-
noma received gemcitabine 1250 mg/m2 on days 1 and 8 
and cisplatin 75 mg/m2 on day 1. Patients with adenocar-
cinoma received pemetrexed 500 mg/m2 and cisplatin 
75 mg/m2 on day 1. Both regimens were repeated 
on day 21.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of 
Peking University Cancer Hospital and was performed 
according to the principles in the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Written informed consent, which included a statement giv-
ing approval for their disease information to be used and 
their blood samples to be applied for the present study, 
was obtained from all patients.

Radiological Response
A contrast chest CT scan was obtained within four weeks 
of the two NAC treatment cycles. Tumor response was 
determined using response evaluation criteria in solid 
tumors (RECIST).21 The longest dimensions of the pri-
mary tumors were measured and recorded by a team of 
experienced radiologists in our MDT who were blinded to 
the CTC detection results. After two cycles of NAC, the 
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disappearance of the lesion was defined as a complete 
response (CR), a reduction of more than 30% in the long-
est dimension of the lesion was defined as a partial 
response (PR), and an increase of more than 20% in the 
longest dimension or the appearance of new lesions was 
defined as having progressive disease (PD). All other out-
comes were defined as stable disease (SD).

Pathological Response
The medical records, including CT images, of each patient 
were presented at the MDT meeting after two cycles of 
NAC in order to decide subsequent treatment, and the 
resectability of each tumor was evaluated again to identify 
candidates for surgery Four to six weeks after the cessation 
of chemotherapy, surgical exploration, resection, or med-
iastinal lymph node dissection were conducted empirically 
and 22 patients received surgery. All resected specimens 
were sent for routine pathological analysis and examined 
histologically by experienced pulmonary pathologists. At 
least five hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides of the gross 
residual tumors were assessed for each patient, and the 
tumor cell necrosis rate (TCNR) was semi-quantitatively 
estimated by the percentage of the cross-sectional areas of 
necrosis, fibrosis, and inflammation on each slide. The 
results for all slides were averaged together to determine 
the mean values of TCNR.

Detection of CTCs Using SE-iFISH
Based on previous studies,22,23 CTC enrichment was 
performed using SE-iFISH. A total of 7.5 mL of periph-
eral blood was collected from each patient prior to and 
after the two cycles of NAC. The collected blood was 
centrifuged at 600 × g for 5 minutes, after which the 
sedimented cells were centrifuged at 400 × g for 5 min-
utes on top of 3 mL of non-hematopoietic cell-separation 
matrix. Immunomagnetic particles conjugated with anti- 
CD45 monoclonal antibodies were cultivated with super-
natant for 10 minutes to remove the leukocytes 
(Cytelligen, San Diego, Ca, USA). The supernatants 
were collected and subjected to a magnetic separation 
of beads, after which the bead-free solution was spun at 
500 × g for 2 minutes. The pellet was then thoroughly 
mixed with 100 μL cell fixative, followed by application 
to the formatted and coated CTC slide (Cytelligen, San 
Diego, CA, USA).

Next, we performed iFISH on the resulting samples 
according to the kit’s instructions (Cytelligen). Prepared 
samples on the coated slides were hybridized for 4 h with 

the Vysis Centromere Probe (CEP8) Spectrum Orange 
(Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA), followed by 
an incubation with Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated monoclonal 
anti-CD45 antibodies (Cytelligen) at room temperature for 
30 min. Finally, we used 4-6-diamidino- 2-phenylindole 
(DAPI) (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to stain 
the nuclei. CTC was defined as DAPI+, CD45– cells and 
identified chromosome 8 aneuploidy was found under fluor-
escence microscope. At least two pathologists evaluated the 
CTC enumeration.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS soft-
ware version 22.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). The CTC 
enumerations in different stages were compared using the 
nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test or Mann–Whitney 
U-test, while the CTC enumerations pre- and post-NAC 
were compared using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The 
correlations between CTC prevalence at different thresh-
olds and clinical characteristics were compared using 
Fisher’s exact test, as were the correlations between CTC 
changes and CT or pathological response. Two-tailed P < 
0.05 values were considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Clinical Characteristics
The clinical characteristics of the enrolled patients are 
given in Table 1. The study population included 28 men 
(78%) and 8 women (22%), with a median age of 60 years 
(39–73 years). Histological subtypes included 10 (28%) 
adenocarcinomas and 26 (72%) squamous cell carcinomas. 
All patients had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
performance status of 0 or 1 and received two complete 
cycles of cisplatin-based doublet NAC. CT scans were 
performed on all the patients after two cycles of NAC. 
Subsequently, 17 (47%) of enrolled patients underwent 
surgery after NAC, while 19 (53%) patients chose to 
receive chemoradiotherapy.

CTC Distribution at Baseline
Based on the presence of aneuploidy, a common feature of 
cancer cells, CTCs were identified by detecting ploidy in 
chromosome 8 using SE-iFISH. Prior to NAC, 7.5 mL of 
blood was collected from each patient, with 30 (83.3%) 
samples having CTC counts ≥ 1 (range, 1–51). The posi-
tive CTC rates were then analyzed at three different 
thresholds (CTC count > 0, > 5, and > 10), and their 
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associations with the clinical characteristics for these sam-
ples were assessed (see Table 2). No significant differences 
in CTC detection rate were found between different groups 
of age, sex, histology, smoking history, tumor location, and 
CEA serum marker. As expected, however, significant 
correlations were observed between higher positive CTC 
rates and higher TNM stages or lymph-node metastasis at 
the three different thresholds.

Additionally, the number of CTCs in stage IB patients 
was 0.6 ± 0.8 (mean ± SD), the number in stage II patients 
was 6.5 ± 6.0, and the number in stage IIIA patients was 
14.6 ± 14.0, the differences between which were signifi-
cantly different (P = 0.001; see Figure 1A). Higher num-
bers of CTCs were observed in patients with lymph-node 
metastasis (N1-2) compared with patients with N0 dis-
eases (P < 0.0001; see Figure 1B).

CTC Variation Associated with the 
Therapeutic Efficacy of NAC
On the basis of the RECIST criteria, radiological evalua-
tion was performed after two cycles of NAC, and PR 
occurred in 13 patients (36%), SD in 19 patients (53%), 
and PD in 4 patients (6%). Twenty-two patients that 
include 10 PR and 12 SD had undergone subsequent 
surgery and their blood samples were collected for CTC 
evaluation before surgery. The number of CTCs increased 
after NAC, but no significant difference was seen (P = 
0.627; see Figure 2A).

The groups of patients with PR and those with SD were 
then compared. A significant decline in the number of 
CTCs after NAC (P = 0.013) was seen in the PR group, 
while a significant increase in the number of CTCs after 
NAC (P = 0.045) was seen in the SD group (see 
Figure 2B). Excluding two cases (1 PR and 1 SD) with 
no detectable CTC at both time points, 8 out of 9 PR 
patients exhibited decreased CTC numbers after NAC 
and 8 out of 11 SD patients exhibited increased CTC 
numbers after NAC (P = 0.01; see Figure 2C), showing 
concordance with radiological response by chest CT 
evaluation.

The pathological responses of 15 out of the 22 patients 
who received radical resection after NAC were obtained. 
Five of the patients had a response with a TNCR of more 
than 30%, which was empirically defined as pathological 
partial response (pPR). Nine out of ten (90%) patients who 
failed to reach pPR had CTC counts > 1 after NAC, while 
four out of the five (80%) patients who reached pPR had 
CTC counts ≤ 1 after NAC (P = 0.017; see Figure 2D), 
indicating that the presence of aneuploid CTCs after NAC 
could predict pathological response in patients with 
NSCLC.

Analysis of Different Karyotypes in 
Aneuploidy CTCs
Heterogeneous polysomic chromosome 8 was observed in 
the CTCs; images of monoploidy, triploidy, tetraploidy, 
and multiploidy of chromosome 8 in the CTCs are 
shown in Figure 3A. The variations of these aneuploid 
CTCs were analyzed in all 36 blood samples taken from 
patients before NAC and the 22 samples taken from the 
patients who underwent radical resection after NAC. The 
positive rate (CTC > 0) of triploid CTCs increased from 
66.7% before NAC to 72.7% after NAC, whereas the 
positive rates of tetraploid and multiploid CTCs decreased 

Table 1 Patient Demographics

All Patients

(n=36)

Characteristics No. %

Age (years) Median 60

Range 39–73

Sex Male 28 78

Female 8 22

Smoking history Never 10 28

Current/former 26 72

Baseline WHO PS 0 33 92

1 3 8

Histology Adenocarcinoma 10 28

Squamous cell 

carcinoma

26 72

Location of primary 

tumor

Central 27 75

Peripheral 9 25

TNM stage at diagnosis IB 7 19

IIA 4 11

IIB 7 19

IIIA 18 50

Subsequent treatment Surgery 17 47

Chemoradiotherapy 19 53
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Table 2 CTC Prevalence at Baseline and Association with Clinical Characteristics (n=36)

Patients with CTCs Above Threshold

n (%)

Characteristic >0 >5 >10

All patient (n=36) 30 (83.3%) 19 (52.8%) 11 (23.8%)

Age (years) ≤60 (n=18) 14 (77.8%) 9 (50.0%) 5 (27.8%)

>60 (n=18) 16 (88.9%) 10 (55.6%) 6 (33.3%)

p value 0.658 >0.99 >0.99

Gender Female (n=8) 6 (75.0%) 4 (50.0%) 3 (37.5%)

Male (n=28) 24 (85.7%) 15 (53.5%) 8 (28.6%)

p value 0.596 >0.99 0.678

Stage IB (n=7) 3 (42.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

II (n=11) 10 (90.9%) 6 (54.5%) 2 (18.2%)

IIIA (n=18) 17 (94.4%) 13 (72.2%) 9 (50.0%)

p value 0.006 0.005 0.029

Histology ADC (n=10) 8 (80.0%) 5 (45.0%) 3 (30.0%)

SCC (n=26) 22 (84.6%) 14 (53.8%) 8 (30.8%)

p value >0.99 >0.99 >0.99

Smoking history Never (n=10) 8 (80.0%) 6 (60.0%) 4 (40.0%)

Former (n=26) 22 (84.6%) 13 (50.0%) 7 (26.9%)

p value >0.99 0.717 0.454

Location Central (n=27) 22 (81.5%) 12 (44.4%) 8 (29.6%)

Peripheral (n=9) 8 (88.9%) 7 (77.8%) 3 (33.3%)

p value >0.99 0.128 >0.99

T stage 1 (n=5) 5 (100.0%) 5 (100.0%) 4 (80.0%)

2 (n=21) 17 (81.0%) 9 (42.9%) 5 (23.8%)

3 (n=10) 8 (80.0%) 5 (50.0%) 2 (20.0%)

p value 0.558 0.069 0.034

N stage 0 (n=15) 10 (66.7%) 3 (20.0%) 1 (6.7%)

1–2 (n=21) 20 (95.2%) 16 (76.2%) 10 (47.6%)

p value 0.023 0.002 0.011

CEA Normal (n=25) 21 (84.0%) 13 (52.0%) 8 (32.0%)

Increased (n=11) 9 (81.8%) 6 (54.5%) 3 (27.3%)

p value >0.99 >0.99 >0.99
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from 52.8% and 75.0%, respectively, before NAC to 
36.4% and 59.1%, respectively, after NAC (see 
Figure 3B), indicating that triploid chromosome 8 CTCs 
might be not as sensitive as tetraploid and multiploid 
CTCs to cisplatin-based chemotherapy. In addition, enu-
merations of triploid, tetraploid, and multiploid CTCs 
increased from 3.0 ± 2.9, 1.6 ± 2.6, and 5.7 ± 8.7, respec-
tively, before NAC to 4.6 ± 5.9, 2.9 ± 5.4, and 8.4 ± 11.6, 
respectively, after NAC (see Figure 4A).

The variations of different aneuploidies before and 
after NAC were also evaluated in the PR and SD groups. 
Six out of nine (66.67%) PR patients exhibited decreased 
triploid CTCs after NAC, while 8 out of 11 (72.73%) SD 
patients exhibited increased triploid CTCs after NAC (P = 
0.175; see Figure 4B). Furthermore, in the PR group, 
significant downregulation of tetraploidy (all patients, 
100%) and multiploidy (8/9 patients, 88.89%) was found, 
while in the SD group, distinct upregulation of tetraploidy 
(6/11 patients, 55%) and multiploidy (7/11 patients, 64%) 
was found (P = 0.014 and P = 0.028, respectively; see 
Figures 4C and D). Alterations of tetraploidy and multi-
ploidy CTCs after chemotherapy were significantly asso-
ciated with the therapeutic efficacy of NAC.

Discussion
CTCs have been extensively studied as prognostic, pre-
dictive, and dynamic biomarkers in many types of 

cancer.24–26 The present study explored the significance 
of CTC monitoring during the course of NAC in patients 
with surgically resectable NSCLC using a novel EpCAM- 
independent SE-iFISH method to detect non- 
hematopoietic heteroploid CTCs.

The CELLSEARCH system, which utilizes EpCAM- 
coated magnetic beads to isolate CTCs, is one of the most 
well-known CTC enumeration technologies. A previous 
study using CELLSEARCH reported that there were 
greater numbers of CTCs in metastatic patients (P < 
0.001) than in patients in earlier stages of cancer,27 

although no significant differences in CTC counts 
between stages I, II, and III were found and the positive 
rate with CTC > 0 was only 18.8% in 96 stage I–III 
patients. The low positivity of this EpCAM-dependent 
CTC detection strategy has great limitation for further 
study due to the heterogeneous expression of EpCAMs 
in solid tumors and potential EpCAM loss during the 
course of EMT.28 Hofman et al used isolation by size of 
epithelial tumor, a size-based filtration technology, to iso-
late the CTCs of 208 patients with NSCLC and obtained 
a 50% CTC detection rate by morphological 
examination.29 A cut-off value of >50 CTCs corresponded 
with shorter progression-free survival and overall survi-
val, but no direct correlation was found between the 
number of CTCs and the disease stage.

Figure 1 Distribution of CTC counts at baseline. Higher numbers of CTC were detected in patients with higher TNM stages ((A) Kruskal Wallis test, p=0.001) and in 
patients with lymph node metastasis ((B) Mann–Whitney U-test, p<0.0001).
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Figure 2 Changes of CTC counts before and after NAC and their correlation with therapeutic efficacy of NAC. (A) A slightly increased number of CTCs after NAC (n=22, 
Wilcoxon test, p=0.627). (B) In the number of CTCs a significant decrease in PR patients (n=10, Wilcoxon test p=0.013) and a significant increase in SD patients (n=12, 
Wilcoxon test p=0.045) were seen after NAC. (C) Changes of CTC counts after NAC were significantly correlated with radiological response by chest CT evaluation (n=20, 
Fisher’s exact test, p=0.01). (D) No more than 1 CTC detected post-NAC indicating a better pathological response with more than 30% of tumor cell necrosis rate (TCNR) 
in the resected specimen (n=15, Fisher’s exact test, p=0.017).
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In the present study, an EpCAM-independent approach 
was used to identify ploidy in CTCs using SE-iFISH to 
stain chromosome 8. Of 36 patients with stage IB-IIIA 
NSCLC, 30 had a CTC count ≥1. A previous study 
reported that, in advanced gastric cancer patients, SE- 
iFISH showed a 90.5% positive rate for CTC detection 
compared with a detection rate of 54.8% with 
CELLSEARCH in the same population.22 In the present 
study, the CTC detection rate increased gradually from 
stage IB to IIIA and at different CTC thresholds (> 0, > 
5, and >10). The present study also found that higher CTC 
counts were associated with higher TNM stages (P = 
0.0098) and N-stages (P < 0.0001), which are in turn 
associated with poor prognosis, indicating that TNM sta-
ging is the most effective prognostic factor for NSCLC.

One of the key features of the present study is the 
application of SE-iFISH in clinical practice and the 
exploration of the clinical significance of CTC monitoring 
during the process of NAC. The use of NAC and preo-
perative induction chemotherapy in the treatment of 
patients with non-metastatic NSCLC has been given an 
increasing amount of attention,6,30 and a recent meta- 
analysis of 13 randomized trials (3206 patients with 
NSCLC) revealed a hazard ratio for death of 0.84 (0.77– 
0.92, P = 0.0001) in favor of NAC, which is equivalent to 
a 6% improvement in overall survival at five years.31 

However, only a small number of patients with resectable 
NSCLC benefit from NAC.

Radiological response based on changes in the mea-
sured dimensions of lesions identified on CT has become 
the standard therapeutic response assessment modality for 
NSCLC, although it has the limitation of simple structural 
imaging and there are concerns about cumulative radiation 
exposure.32 In the present study, CTC counts were signifi-
cantly decreased in patients who responded to NAC and 
increased in those who did not. CTC numbers were found 
to be modulated by chemotherapy intervention in 20 
patients who presented positive CTCs in at least one 
sample, and this change predicted radiological response 
by CT evaluation.

Pathological response examined from a resected speci-
men is believed to be the most robust surrogate marker of 
survival for patients undergoing NAC.33 An association 
between pathological complete response (pCR) and survi-
val is consistently found following NAC.34,35 Depierre 
reported that 11% of 179 patients with stage IB-IIIA 
NSCLC who were treated with NAC achieved pCR and 
had a 0.42 relative risk of death (P < 0·001).4 However, 
the RECIST criteria for CT evaluation used to determine 
response to NAC are not always in accordance with patho-
logical response; this may be because CT provides only 
a macroscopic evaluation of the primary tumor, whereas, 

Figure 3 The number of CTCs increased progressively in radiological nonresponders during the course of 2-cycle neoadjuvant chemotherapy. (A) Representative images of 
monoploidy, triploidy, tetraploidy and multiploidy (≥5 copies). Nuclei of CTCs were stained with DAPI (blue) and the chromosome 8 was detected by centromere probe 8 
Spectrum Orange probe (red dots). (B) The histogram shows the increased positive rate (CTC>0) of triploid CTCs, and decreased rate of tetraploid and multiploid CTCs 
before (n=36) and after NAC (n=22).
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Figure 4 Variations of different aneuploid CTCs in NSCLC patients treated with NAC (n=20). (A) Demonstrates slightly increased numbers of triploid, tetraploid and 
multiploid CTCs after NAC (Wilcoxon test p value, 0.273, 0.883 and 0.472, respectively). (B–D) shows the correlation of changes of triploid, tetraploid and multiploid 
CTCs with radiological response after NAC respectively (Fisher’s exact test p=0.1746, 0.028, 0.028).
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histologically, NSCLC tumors are heterogeneous in com-
position and include cancer cells, stromal tissue, and asso-
ciated inflammatory cells.36 In the present study, patients 
with a greater extent of tumor regression microscopically 
had fewer CTCs after treatment, while much more num-
bers of CTCs could be detected after NAC when tumor 
regression was not so obvious, indicating that the presence 
of CTCs after NAC was correlated with pathological 
response to some extent. Although the results of the pre-
sent study are in the context of a small sample size, they 
are logical and readily comprehensible. In fact, pathologi-
cal response exhibited the microscopic status of the tumors 
after NAC, which proved to be correlated with the number 
of CTCs in the peripheral blood of the patients. However, 
radiological assessment is based on a tumor’s morpholo-
gical changes before and after chemotherapy, which can 
also be indicated by changes in CTC counts before and 
after NAC.

The reliability of radiological response is increasingly 
being questioned as a reliable surrogate for survival in 
patients with surgically resectable NSCLC. In the present 
study, SE-iFISH-detected CTCs correlated well with both 
CT and pathological evaluation, making CTCs a reliable 
surrogate response marker in nonmetastatic NSCLC. 
A validated pharmacodynamic biomarker for response 
assessment is still needed, as it would be radiation-free 
and non-invasive. The results of the present study suggest 
that CTCs might fulfill the criteria for a surrogate response 
biomarker.

In the present study, heteroploid chromosome 8—iden-
tified by centromere probe-FISH—was observed in 
detected CTCs, and its correlation with the therapeutic 
response of patients with NSCLC was investigated. 
Aneuploidy refers to the state of a cell that contains an 
abnormal number of chromosomes, and it is found in the 
majority (70–90%) of cancer cells.37 Despite the high 
frequency of its occurrence, however, the role of specific 
aneuploidy in disease pathogenesis is poorly understood.19 

Pavelka et al designed a yeast study and found that, when 
under a strong selective pressure, aneuploidy could help in 
the generation of phenotypic variation and adaptation in 
yeast.38 Another study supported the theory that wide-
spread aneuploidy could be a positively selected driver 
of tumorigenesis due to its driving role in adaptive evolu-
tion by providing a fitness advantage under specific 
circumstances.39 The present study identified the variation 
of aneuploid CTCs during the course of NAC, finding that 
different karyotypes of CTCs presented varying degrees of 

change after NAC. An elevated proportion of triploid 
chromosome 8 CTCs was the adaptive consequence of 
cisplatin-based chemotherapy, exhibiting the more obvious 
drug resistance of triploid CTCs compared with that of 
tetraploid or multiploid CTCs. Similar results have been 
reported by Li et al in a previous study of advanced gastric 
cancer.22 Validation of the results consolidates the current 
understanding that drug resistance might be an intrinsic 
property of aneuploid cells.40 In addition, the present study 
observed a decreased number of tetraploidy and multi-
ploidy CTCs in the patients with PR and an increased 
number of these types of CTC in the patients with SD.

One limitation of our study needs to be stated is that 
the detection efficiency of aneuploid CTC may be insuffi-
cient. Lerebour et al41 studied chromosome 8 abnormal-
ities in 77 NSCLC patients and found 40% of them 
showed losses of hyperploidy in chromosome 8. In our 
study, 2 of 22 enrolled patients had failed to detect aneu-
ploid CTC before and after NAC, which means certain 
patients would be missed with the SE-iFISH technique and 
the potential clinical application would be limited. Another 
limitation is that our cohort included relatively more male 
and squamous cell carcinoma, which is certainly not very 
representative of a NSCLC cohort.

However, understanding the role of aneuploidy in lung 
cancer improves our knowledge of its pathogenesis and 
may lead to new avenues for treatment.

Conclusion
The translational research described in the present study is 
of high clinical value because it offers a better under-
standing of NAC and the way in which monitoring ther-
apeutic effect could help improve treatment strategies. To 
our knowledge, this is the first study to report on the 
significant correlations between variations of aneuploid 
CTCs and radiological and pathological response after 
NAC in patients with non-metastatic NSCLC. The find-
ings suggest that CTCs can serve as a surrogate marker for 
response evaluation of NAC in real time and as a potential 
intermediary end point for survival in patients with surgi-
cally resectable NSCLC. We also found that the upregula-
tion of triploid chromosome 8 CTCs showed a weak 
correlation with drug resistance to cisplatin-based che-
motherapy, and the downregulation of tetraploidy or mul-
tiploidy CTCs was significantly associated with NAC 
sensitivity.

These preliminary data are promising for the potential 
clinical use of CTCs, although it is generated from 
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a limited sample of patients. Phenotyping and karyotyping 
of CTCs by SE-iFISH demonstrates tumor heterogeneity, 
and more observation time and follow-up studies are 
required to identify whether these characteristics of 
CTCs are predictive of survival.
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